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Self-destructing dark matter (SDDM) is a class of dark sector models in which the collision of a dark
sector particle with the earth induces its prompt decay into Standard Model particles, generating unique
signals at neutrino detectors. The inherent fragility of SDDM makes its survival from the early Universe
unlikely, implying a late time production mechanism. We present an efficient late time production
mechanism for SDDM based on atomic rearrangement, the mechanism responsible for muon or antiproton
capture in hydrogen. In this model, an atomic rearrangement process occurs in our Galaxy, converting dark
atoms into highly excited bound states—our SDDM candidates. While the resulting SDDM is only a small
fraction of the dark matter flux, its striking self-destruction signals imply a significant discovery reach in
the existing data from the Super-Kamiokande experiment.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.104.035010

I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of dark matter (DM), which makes up 75% of
the matter density in the Universe, is still an open question.
In the past two decades, direct searches for DM have been
guided by the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP)
paradigm, in which DM is a single particle that interacts
weakly with Standard Model (SM). Following the stringent
bounds on this scenario from direct and indirect detection,
much of the experimental and theoretical focus has recently
shifted from WIMP candidates to more broad dark sectors,
potentially including sub-GeV DM.
A common thread in DM searches is the direct detection

of nuclear or electron recoils from their elastic collisions
with incoming DM particles [1]. Searches for WIMP-
nucleon recoils have been conducted in the Xenon1T [2],
LUX [3], PandaX-II [4], and CRESST-II [5] detectors, to
name a few. The current leading bound on spin-independent
WIMP-nucleon elastic scattering was set by the Xenon1T
detector, with a minimum of σ ¼ 4.1 × 10−47 cm2 at
30GeV. The limit was set after 278.8 days of data collection,
with a fiducial detector volume of 2 tons filled with radio-
pure liquid xenon.

In comparison, the fiducial volume of the Super-
Kamiokande (Super-K) neutrino detector is filled with
50,000 tons of ultrapure water [6], and so it is tempting
to try and harness its large volume to search for DM.
Unfortunately, neutrino detectors like Super-K have
OðMeVÞ thresholds, far above the typical DM-nucleon
recoil energy of

Erecoil ∼
1

2
rmDMv2DM;gal ≲ keV; ð1Þ

where vDM;gal ∼ 10−3c and r ¼ 4mDMmN=ðmDM þmNÞ2 is
the efficiency factor of the collision, which peaks for
mDM ¼ mN.

1

A caveat to the above no-go argument is self-destructing
dark matter (SDDM), first introduced in [12]. In essence,
SDDM is a metastable state in the dark sector, whose
interaction with the earth or with particle detectors can
induce its decay. As a result, all of the rest mass of the
SDDM is converted to a detectable signal, with an energy
c2=v2DM ∼ 106 higher than a typical nuclear recoil signal.
This allows for the novel use of high-threshold, large
neutrino detectors in the search for this DM candidate. The
resulting extraordinary signal—four jets or two simulta-
neous, highly energetic lepton pairs within the detector—
would be a smoking gun for DM self-destruction. The
signals of SDDM are very different from those of other DM
models that can be probed at neutrino detectors [13–22].
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1For mDM ≪ mN ∼ 1 GeV, nuclear recoils are an inefficient
way to look for DM, and so electron recoils are used instead
[7–11]. The typical electron recoil energy is OðeVÞ.
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The metastability of SDDM, together with its inherent
tendency to decay upon scattering, make its early Universe
production challenging. This was addressed in [12] by
suggesting that SDDM could be produced via late time
processes in the Galaxy. In this work we present a concrete
mechanism for the late time production of SDDM out of
partially atomic DM. Strikingly, even though SDDM
composes only an extremely small fraction of the DM, it
can already be discovered in existing neutrino detectors
such as Super-Kamiokande.
Our late time SDDM production mechanism is based on

the process of atomic rearrangement, analogous to cosmic
ray muon capture in hydrogen. This process, first explored
by Fermi and Teller in 1947 ([23] see also [24–29]),
involves a negative muon and a hydrogen atom rearranging
into muonic hydrogen and a free electron. Remarkably, the
typical cross section for this process is the geometric size of
the hydrogen atom—much larger than the size of the ðμpÞ
system. This is an indication that the electron serves as a
catalyst for the process. Due to the large impact parameter
of the muon and the proton, the resulting muonic hydrogen
is formed at an extremely excited state, both in energy and
in angular momentum.
We utilize this mechanism in our model by considering a

dark sector with heavy X and light l fermions, charged
under a darkUð1Þ. In the Galaxy, the light ls reside in ðXlÞ
atoms, a fraction of which collides with free X̄ and
rearranges into highly excited ðXX̄Þ states—our SDDM.
These excited ðXX̄Þ states are protected from self-annihi-
lation by their high angular momentum, and from sponta-
neous emission by a small dark photon mass.
When incident upon the earth, the ðXX̄Þ exhibit a typical

SDDM phenomenology: they can collide with the nucleus
through the dark photon portal and undergo a radiative
transition to an unstable, low angular momentum state.
Subsequently, they self-annihilate into two or more dark
photons, leading to potential striking signals such as two
simultaneous lepton or jet pairs in the detector.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we review

the physics of atomic rearrangement. In Sec. III we present
the main ingredients of a dark sector that incorporates the
Galactic production of SDDM.Next, in Sec. IVwe provide a
particular implementation of our framework, exploring in
Sec. V its early Universe and late time dynamics in detail,
including the stability of SDDM to self-annihilation, spon-
taneous emission, collisional deexcitation and inverse rear-
rangement. In Sec. VI we calculate the discovery reach for
ourmodel in the Super-Kamiokande detector, and showhow
its large fiducial volume allows for a significant discovery
reach in the mX-ϵ plane.

II. ATOMIC REARRANGEMENT

At the core of our late time production mechanism for
SDDM is the process of atomic rearrangement. This simple

mechanism plays an elegant role in SM physics, while it
remainsmostly overlooked inmodel building beyond the SM
(see [29–33] for implementations of rearrangement in the
context of a confining gauge group). Atomic rearrangement
was first studied in a pioneering work by Fermi and Teller
[23]. In a modern context, rearrangement is what happens
when a cosmic μ−, which has already been slowed down, is
incident upon a hydrogen atom, leading to the process:

H þ μ− → ðpþμ−Þ þ e−; ð2Þ

in which the electron is ionized and the muon is captured.
This happens when the muon energy is below the binding
energy of hydrogen. In [23], Fermi and Teller found that the
cross section for this process is at least geometric,

σrear ≥ πr2c; rc ¼ 0.638rBohr: ð3Þ

To understand the significance of this result, note that the
cross section for simple recombination pþ þ μ− →
ðpþμ−Þ þ γ is of order 1

α2m2
μ
, which is a factor of ðme

mμ
Þ2

smaller than rearrangement. In this way, the electron
crucially serves as a catalyst for enhanced muon capture.
The physics responsible for the large rearrangement

cross section becomes clear in the semiclassical picture
once we consider the wave function of the electron in the
potential of classical, adiabatically moving proton and
muon. In the limit when the proton and muon are far
away, the electron is simply in the hydrogen ground state
around the proton. Conversely, in the limit of zero distance
between the proton and the muon, their charge is com-
pletely screened, and so there cannot be any bound state for
the electron. Evidently, at some critical radius, the two-
center potential from the proton and the muon can no
longer sustain an electron bound state. Explicit calculation
[23,24] shows that this critical radius is rc ¼ 0.638rBohr.
From this semiclassical intuition we can construct a

dynamical picture of the rearrangement process. Any muon
incident upon the hydrogen atom with an impact parameter
smaller than rc will ionize it. If the initial kinetic energy of
the muon is low enough, the ionized electron will carry
enough energy such that the remaining proton and muon
bind into ðpþμ−Þ, with a cross section which is at least
geometric. In practice, for slow enough muons, the capture
happens even at much larger impact parameters due to the
focusing effect of the induced hydrogen dipole. A detailed
calculation of the rearrangement process was presented in
[25] as a function of the temperature T, with an antiproton
instead of a muon. Fitting their result using two slopes in
log-log scale, we get

σrear ¼
8<
:

3.75
�
ECOM
5EB

�
−1
2r2Bohr ECOM ≲ 1

50
EB

0.6
�
ECOM
5EB

�
−3
4r2Bohr ECOM ≳ 1

50
EB

; ð4Þ
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where EB ¼ 1
2
α2me and ECOM ¼ 1

4
mXv2X is the COM

energy of the collision. Note that at low energies this gives
a constant σvX, as expected for an exothermic process.
The calculation in [25] was semiclassical and adiabatic, in
the sense that it assumed a zero kinetic energy for the
outgoing electron. There has been a considerable theoreti-
cal effort in going beyond this approximation using
semiclassical methods [34–37] as well as fully quantum
solutions [38–40] (For a comprehensive review, see [41]).
These further studies have shown that the actual cross
section tends to be up to 50% larger than the adiabatic
calculation, and that the typical angular momenta of the
outgoing bound state are larger as well. To be conservative,
we will use [25] as our reference for the process, keeping in
mind that the full analysis only strengthens our results.
In the model for SDDM presented in the next section, a

similar rearrangement mechanism happens in the Galaxy,
with a dark bound state ðXlÞ playing the role of the
hydrogen atom, while a dark fermion X̄ plays the role of the
muon/antiproton. As we demonstrate in Sec. V C, this
process converts a fraction of the ðXlÞ and X̄ into a free l
and an ðXX̄Þ, which is our SDDM candidate.

III. COSMOLOGICALLY VIABLE SDDM

A. Minimal components of a dark sector
with self-destruction

In this paper we seek to realize self-destructing dark
matter as a dark positroniumlike state, as in [12]. For that
we need a symmetric abundance of dark fermions X; X̄,
which can form bound states under a dark Uð1ÞD. In the
next sections we present an efficient mechanism for the
creation of these ðXX̄Þ bound states with particularly high
angular momentum (L ∼ 30).
As in [12], the high L ðXX̄Þ are cosmologically stable by

virtue of their high angularmomentum; i.e., to self-annihilate
they need to penetrate through a large centrifugal barrier.
Additionally, wewill show that these states are stable against
deexcitation due to the mass of the binding dark photon AD.
When this mass is significantly larger than the energy
difference between adjacent energy levels in the ðXX̄Þ states,
the ðXX̄Þ can only deexcite via highly forbidden transitions,
effectively rendering them cosmologically stable.
In addition to the binding photon AD, whose mass is

comparable to the energy splitting of ðXX̄Þ, our model
involves another dark photon, AV , whose role is to mediate
the self-destruction of the ðXX̄Þ by mixing with the visible
photon. The mass of the AV is smaller that mX but larger
than the inverse Bohr radius of ðXX̄Þ, and so it does not
contribute to the binding. The mediator AV gives rise to the
self-destruction process depicted in Fig. 1: a stable, high-L
ðXX̄Þ state collides with the SM nucleus through the AV

portal, transitioning to an unstable, low-L ðXX̄Þ state.
Subsequently, the unstable ðXX̄Þ decays to two back-to-
back dark photons AV , each one flying a macroscopic

distance before decaying to SM jets/lepton pairs through its
mixing with the SM.
The essential ingredients for SDDM phenomenology are

summarized in the top part of Table I. These are the same
states that were included in the original SDDM proposal
[12] (the motivation for including two X species will be
explained in Sec. IV).

B. Outline of the SDDM production mechanism

Our dark sector consists of the essential ingredients of a
self-destructing dark sector2 described in the previous
section, namely the fermions X; X̄ and the dark photons
AD and AV . Additionally, we include a light fermion l,
whose role is to catalyze the production of high L ðXX̄Þ in
the Galaxy, as described in Sec. V C. The overall matter
content is detailed in Table I.
In this scenario, the Universe is initially populated by the

photons AV , AD and the fermions X; X̄;l; l̄. We postulate a
primordial asymmetry between X and l, whose origin we
leave unspecified.
As we will see in our concrete model, the X; X̄ freeze-out

inefficiently in the early Universe, and so end up with a
mostly symmetric relic abundance. In contrast, the lighter l
fermions annihilate much more efficiently, and so below
ml the l̄ population essentially disappears and we are left
with an asymmetric abundance of l only. In total, the dark
sector today contains a subcomponent of X; X̄ and l
fermions charged under a short range Uð1ÞD interaction
(the range of the Uð1ÞV is negligible due to the large mass
of AV). The abundances are dynamically set such that the
Universe is neutral under the dark Uð1ÞD. Remarkably,

FIG. 1. Self-destruction phenomenology. The stable, high-L
ðXX̄Þ state collides with the SM nucleus through the AV portal,
transitioning to unstable, low L ðXX̄Þ. Subsequently, the unstable
ðXX̄Þ self-annihilates into a pair of back-to-back AVs, which in
turn go to e� pairs (they can also go to jets).

2Here we only consider angular momentum protected SDDM.
Other possibilities have been explored in [12], potentially with
very different cosmology.
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these simple components naturally give rise to ðXX̄Þ
SDDM in the following manner:
(1) Recombination of ðXlÞ: as we will show below, at

z≲ 400 the recombination of ðXlÞ becomes effi-
cient, leaving virtually all l particles in ðXlÞ bound
states.

(2) Galactic production of ðXX̄Þ: in the relatively higher
density environment of the Galaxy, a fraction of the
ðXlÞ undergoes atomic rearrangement, capturing a
free X̄ and emitting an l. As we will see in Sec. V C,
the ðXX̄Þ is generated in highly excited states with
very large angular momentum.

(3) ðXX̄Þ stability: the ðXX̄Þ are cosmologically stable
by virtue of their high angular momentum and the
mass of the binding dark photon AD. They are
mainly destroyed by the inverse process to atomic
rearrangement, and their lifetime is found to be
comparable to the age of the Universe. The ðXX̄Þ are
constantly produced and destroyed throughout the
history of the Galaxy, resulting in a small flux of
ðXX̄Þ through the earth.

(4) SDDM detection: when incident upon the detector,
the ðXX̄Þ acts as bona fide SDDM; i.e., it can collide
with nuclei through the AV portal and subsequently
self-annihilate into a pair of AV , which then decay
into jets/lepton pairs. In this way, all of the rest
mass of the ðXX̄Þ is converted into relativistic SM
particles.

IV. A CONCRETE MODEL

Here we present a concrete model which implements the
cosmological history outlined in the previous section. The
matter content of the model is presented in Table I.
As can be seen from the table, the heavy fermions X1;2

and the light fermions l are charged under Uð1ÞD, whose
photon AD has a Oð1–100 keVÞ mass. This prevents long
range interactions in the dark sector (Compton wavelength
< nm) but allows for ðXilÞ and ðXiX̄iÞ bound states to
form. Additionally, the X1;2 are charged under a Uð1ÞV
mediated by the Oð0.1–10 GeVÞ dark photon AV . This
heavy photon mixes with the SM photon, and so acts as the
portal for direct detection.
We consider two mass degenerate “flavors” X1;2 in order

to prevent the mixing of Uð1ÞD with Uð1ÞV and Uð1ÞE&M.

This sort of mixing would have been in tension with the
constraints on the production of ls in SN1987a [42]. The
mixing is forbidden by a discrete global symmetry acting as
X1 ↔ X2; AV → −AV , with the light fermion l and the
dark photon AD left invariant. We denote this symmetry
C↔, due to the similarity with charge conjugation. The
charges and mass ranges for the different particles are
presented in Table I.
The mass of the binding dark photon AD has to be light

enough to allow ðXilÞ bound states to form, but heavy
enough to forbid the spontaneous deexcitation of high L
ðXiX̄iÞ,

fXX̄
1

2
α2Dml < mD <

1

2
α2Dml: ð5Þ

The upper bound allows the recombination of ðXilÞ atoms,
while the lower bound is from requiring AD to be heavier
than several energy splittings of ðXiX̄iÞ. The exact factor
fXX̄ < 1 is calculated in Eq. (26).
Throughout most of the text we set

rXl ≡mX

ml
¼ mp

me
¼ 1800; αV ¼ αD ¼ 0.1: ð6Þ

We choose our benchmark mass ratio to be the same as the
mass ratio between the SM proton and electron, so that we
can easily extrapolate from the SM results for p̄ capture in
hydrogen [25].
The Uð1ÞV photon is heavy, αVmX < mV < mX, and so

it does not significantly affect the potential within the ðXilÞ
and ðXiX̄jÞ bound states. Instead, the Uð1ÞV photon serves
as a mediator for ðXiX̄iÞ self-annihilation into the SM.
Accordingly, Uð1ÞV is mixed the SM hypercharge, while
Uð1ÞD is not mixed at tree level,3

L ¼ 1

4
F2
D þ 1

4
F2
V þ ϵVFVFEM þm2

VA
2
V þm2

DA
2
D: ð7Þ

By virtue of our C↔ symmetry, there is no loop level
generation of a mixing term ϵDFDFV . If this symmetry is
broken and the X1 and X2 have a small difference in mass
δm, then this mixing is generated as ϵD ∼ 2

9π2
αDαV

δm
mX
. As

the light fermions l are in the range of masses that can be
produced in core-collapse supernovae, this mixing is
severely constrained by the SN1987A cooling constraints.
Additionally, if C↔ is broken, the AV dark photons
produced in the self-destruction process have a large
probability to decay invisibly to an lþl− pair, suppressing
our direct detection signal. These effects are negligible as
long as ϵD ≪ ϵV and ϵDϵV ≲ 10−10, where the discovery

TABLE I. The matter content in a cosmologically viable dark
sector with self-destructing phenomenology. The numbers in
parentheses are the Uð1ÞD charge qD and the Uð1ÞV charge qV .

ðqD; qVÞ Description Mass

X1;2ð�1;∓1Þ Make up ðXX̄Þ 1–100 GeV
AD (0, 0) Binds ðXX̄Þ 1–100 keV
AV (0, 0) Mediator to the SM 0.1–10 GeV
l (1, 0) Catalyzes ðXX̄Þ production 1–100 MeV

3The kinetic mixing of AV and ASM breaks C↔ but leaves an
unbroken C↔CSMP that forbids the mixing with AD.
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reach on ϵV we get is around 10−6 − 10−4. Both conditions
hold if δm

mX
≲ 10−2.

V. EARLY UNIVERSE AND LATE
TIME DYNAMICS

A. The origin of X, X, and l

We assume that the dark sector is UV completed such
that it is initially in thermal equilibrium with the visible
sector after reheating, but decouples from it below the mass
mV of the heavy dark photon AV (recall that the binding
photon AD does not mix with the SM photon).
The cosmological abundance of l is determined by a

primordial asymmetry, analogous to the one responsible for
baryogenesis in the SM. This asymmetry takes the follow-
ing form:

2nðX̄1Þ − 2nðX1Þ ¼ 2nðX̄2Þ − 2nðX2Þ;
¼ nðlÞ − nðl̄Þ ¼ ηs; ð8Þ

where s is the entropy density and η is the asymmetry. We
can see that the Uð1ÞD charges are balanced between X1;2

and l, and so there is no charge excess. In the following
sections we drop the 1, 2 labels from X, and refer to X1;2

collectively as X. For a small enough asymmetry η, the
symmetric component ofΩX is a simple thermal relic and is
given by

Ωsymmh2 ∼ 10−7
�

mX

GeV

�
2
�
0.1
αD

�
2

: ð9Þ

This equation holds long as Ωasymm ≪ Ωsymm, which is the
case we consider, and we assume that the two sectors are in
thermal equilibrium when X; X̄ freeze out. For the light ls,
the annihilation is much more efficient, and only the
asymmetric component of l remains. As we show below,
at z ∼ 400, ðXlÞ atoms are formed. When the ðXlÞ meet a
free X̄, they can undergo a rearrangement process

ðXlÞ þ X̄ ↔ ðXX̄Þ þ l; ð10Þ

as we described in detail in the Sec. II. The generated ðXX̄Þ
are highly excited, as we will show, and can potentially
deexcite and self-annihilate. We comment on the ensuing
early Universe dynamics in the next section. Here we
simply make sure that it does not lead to a second phase of
annihilations [29,30,43], which could have further reduced
the symmetric abundance of X, X̄. This is easily guaranteed
by keeping nl < HðTBSFÞ

σrearvX
, such that

Γrear ¼ nðXlÞhσrearvXi < nlσrearvX < HðTBSFÞ; ð11Þ

where HðTBSFÞ is Hubble at the time of the bound state
dynamics. Using the cross section given in Eq. (4), we find
the following upper bound on the l abundance

Ωlh2 ¼ rXlΩasymmh2≲10−8
�

mX

GeV

�
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mp=me

rXl

s
0.1
αD

: ð12Þ

Having included light fermions and a light dark photon
in our sector, we now turn to the relevant bounds from
ΔNeff . Here we assume that AD decays out of equilibrium
to light unspecified states which were not previously
reheated. One such example would be an intermediate
decay to fermions millicharged under Uð1ÞD with masses
of the same order as mD. These fermions can then decay
into light fermions through higher order operators (sim-
ilar to muon decay in the SM).4 At big bang nucleosyn-
thesis (BBN), the number of relativistic degrees of freedom
in the dark sector is gD� ¼ 7.5, including the light fermions
l and the binding dark photon AD. To be consistent with the
stringent bounds on ΔNeff from BBN [44] and the CMB
[45], our dark sector has to be colder than the SM at BBN
and CMB times. The contribution from the dark sector to
ΔNeff is

ΔNeff ¼
gD�
0.46

�
TSM

Tdark

�
−4
: ð13Þ

The two sectors are initially at equilibrium at T > mV
and decouple below mV. We take mV > TQCD so that the
decoupling is above the QCD phase transition, resulting in
ΔNeff ∼ 0.41. Such a high value can be motivated by the
Hubble tension [45,46], as the combined fit of CMB and the
local SHOESmeasurement [46] favors Neff ¼ 3.27� 0.15.
Should the tension disappear without any change in the
CMB analysis we would need to satisfy the CMBþ BBN
95% C.L. bound on ΔNeff ≲ 0.3, which would require
TSM=Tdark > 2.71. This temperature ratio may be obtained
by a late time entropy dump into the SM from a decay of a
heavy new particle, after the decoupling of the two sectors
and before BBN. This would alleviate the constraints with
only a marginal effect on our conclusions at the cost of
some additional model building. We choose to remain
agnostic about the exact nature of this late time entropy
dump, which is unconstrained by current observations, and
is overall orthogonal to our work.

B. Early Universe bound state dynamics

Here we briefly review the complex (dark) recombina-
tion dynamics in our model. Dark recombination in our
model becomes possible at TD ≲ EB ≡ 1

2
α2Dml, when

ðXlÞ. This triggers a complicated dynamics which involves
the following processes:

4To ensure the stability of our SDDM, we assume AD decays
through long-lived intermediate states with mass of the same
order as mD. The deexcitation of ðX̄XÞ through an off shell AD is
therefore highly suppressed (see Sec. V D).
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(1) Recombination/ionization:

X þ l ↔ ðXlÞ þ AD: ð14Þ

(2) Atomic rearrangement/inverse rearrangement:

ðXlÞ þ X̄ ↔ ðXX̄Þ þ l: ð15Þ

(3) Deexcitation and self-annihilation of ðXX̄Þ

ðXX̄Þhigh-L þ ðX or X̄Þ ↔ ðXX̄Þlow-L þ ðX or X̄Þ
ðXX̄Þlow-L → ðAV orADÞ þ ðAV orADÞ: ð16Þ

We leave the complete study of this complicated early
Universe dynamics for future work, but we also note an
important effect that leads to the efficient recombination of
ðXlÞ bound states at late times T ≲mD. The standard lore
concerning the early Universe recombination of hydrogen
is that direct recombination is never efficient, since it emits
photons that ionize other hydrogen atoms [47,48]. This is
because the time for photoionization τpi is shorter than both
the Hubble timeH−1 and the thermalization time τtherm. The
same dynamics has been demonstrated for dark recombi-
nation [49], leading to a prediction of mostly indirect
recombination in atomic dark sectors. However, our sce-
nario is different from the one considered [49] in that the
binding dark photon AD is unstable. Though we are
agnostic about the light degrees of freedom in the dark
sector that AD decays to, we note that its lifetime has to be
τD < H−1ðT ¼ mDÞ to avoid overclosure. Below we find a
critical temperature TDirect-Rec below which τD becomes
smaller than the photoionization time τpi. Below this critical
temperature, the dark photons produced by direct recombi-
nation decay before ionizing a neighboring bound state.
This happens when

τ−1D ≤ nlσpic; ð17Þ

where the photoionization cross section is (we take the
value on threshold) [50,51]

σpi ¼
29π2αDr2Bohr
3 expð4Þ : ð18Þ

Taking the worst case scenario τD ¼ H−1ðT ¼ mDÞ, we see
in Fig. 2 that the AD decay rate exceeds the rate of
photoionization below T ∼ 350 eV, and so direct recombi-
nation becomes possible below this temperature. However,
at this point the fraction of ðXlÞ bound states is fixed by a
Saha equilibrium maintained by recombination, rearrange-
ment, and inverse rearrangement—all faster than Hubble at
this point. The rate for direct recombination is given by

ΓDirect-Rec ¼ nXhσDirect-Recvli; ð19Þ

where the recombination cross section is related to the one
for photoionization by detailed balance [47,48,52],

σDirect-Rec ¼
E2
γ

mlðEγ − EBÞ
σpi ð20Þ

and we take an average over the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution for l. Similarly, the rate for atomic rearrange-
ment is given in Eq. (11). We plot our resulting rates,
normalized to Hubble, in Fig. 2. We immediately see that
due to the large nX=nl density ratio, rearrangement freezes
out at z ∼ 400 while direct recombination is still ongoing.
Consequently, virtually all of the ls end up in ðXlÞ bound
states at this time.

FIG. 2. Early Universe rates, normalized to the Hubble rate. Left panel: the rate of ionization from photons emitted by direct
recombination (blue) drops below the decay rate of AD (green) at T ion ∼ 350 eV. Also shown are the rates for direct recombination (red)
and rearrangement (purple), which maintain a Saha equilibrium. Right panel: freeze-out of atomic rearrangement (purple) at z ∼ 400,
when direct recombination (red) is still efficient.
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C. ðXX̄Þ production in the Galaxy

To estimate the rate of ðXX̄Þ production in the Galaxy,
we first comment on the Galactic density profiles for our
dark sector components. In the late Universe (but starting
before Galaxy formation), all of the l reside in ðXlÞ bound
states. Our Galactic profile then mostly comprises of an
unspecified dominant component, together with a subcom-
ponent of ðXlÞ and free X̄ states. For simplicity, we assume
in this paper that the Galactic density profiles for ðXlÞ and
X̄ follow the Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) profile of [53],
scaled by the appropriate ratio of abundances:

nðXlÞ ¼
1

mX

Ωasymm

ΩDM
ρNFWgal

nX̄ ¼ nX ¼ 1

mX

Ωsymm

ΩDM
ρNFWgal : ð21Þ

We checked all our results with the Burkert distribution
from [53] as well and found only a weak sensitivity of our
results on the assumed profile. Moreover, the NFW profile
provides the more conservative results, and so we use it for
the calculation of the all the rates. We further assume that
the profiles of the produced ðX̄XÞ and l states quickly relax
to the appropriately scaled profiles. An alternative
assumption, that the bound states density is governed by
local dynamics, gives similar results, since the local DM
density ρlocal ≃ 0.3 GeV=cm3 is close to the rms value of
both the Burkert and NFW distributions in [53]. Finally, we
checked that the cooling of the species X; X̄;l is inefficient
for gravitational collapse, due to the low abundance of the
light species l [54]. We leave a more detailed analysis of
the Galactic dynamics in this scenario for future work.
The rearrangement cross section can be read directly

from Eq. (4) (see also Fig. 2 of [25]), with the energy set to
Egal ¼ 1

2
mXv2gal ¼ 0.1EB. Substituting this temperature,

we get

σrear ¼
8.4

α2Dm
2
l
: ð22Þ

The SDDM production rate per volume is then given by

dΓrear

dV
¼ rLnðXlÞnX̄σrearvgal

¼ 3.5 × 10−26 cm−3 s−1
�

nðXlÞnX̄
hntotall nX̄i

��
rL
0.2

��
0.1
αD

�
5

×

�
rXl

mp=me

�3
2

�
vgal
10−3c

�
; ð23Þ

where rL is the Oð1Þ fraction of high-L states out of the
generated ðXX̄Þ.

D. Stability of ðXX̄Þ states
There are four processes that might lead to the elimi-

nation of ðXX̄Þ states, namely these:
(1) Direct self-annihilation of high-L states.
(2) Deexcitation followed by self-annihilation.
(3) Self-destruction through collisions with free X or X̄

particles.
(4) Inverse rearrangement ðXX̄Þ þ l → ðXlÞ þ X̄.
We now show that all of these processes are slow enough

such that the ðXX̄Þ has a phenomenologically significant
abundance in the Galaxy.

1. Direct self-annihilation

First, we consider direct self-annihilation of the high-L
ðXX̄Þ states. This is highly suppressed due to the large
centrifugal barrier preventing the wave functions of the X
and X̄ from overlapping. Indeed, the self-annihilation rate
for the ðn; LÞ state is proportional to j∂LΨjr¼0j2, and given
by [55]

Γðn;LÞ ∼
�
αD
n

�
2Lþ3

fαmX: ð24Þ

The factor fα depends on whether the bound state is CSM
even (para) or CSM odd (ortho). In the para case, the
bound state decays to AVAV; ADAV or ADAD, and so
fα ¼ α2V þ 2αVαD þ α2D. In the ortho case, it decays to
lþl−, and so fα ¼ α2D=3. The α2Lþ3

D dependence comes
from the wave function suppression in the bound state.
This gives a lifetime hierarchically larger than the age
of the Universe. Note that the same conclusion holds
when considering QED corrections to the ðXX̄Þ, with the
replacement [56] L → JQED ¼ Lþ Sþ Jphotons, so that the
JQED ¼ 30 is cosmologically stable.

2. Deexcitation

The ðXX̄Þ in the Universe can be eliminated by a process
of spontaneous deexcitation followed by self-annihilation.
This process is suppressed by the need to undergo
forbidden transitions. Crucially, the rearrangement process
produces highly excited ðXX̄Þ states. This is because the
typical impact parameter of X̄ on ðXlÞ is of order
1

αDml
≫ rXXBohr. Consequently, ðXX̄Þ bound states are pro-

duced with L ∈ ½0; 30� as can be see from Fig. 3 of [25] at
E ¼ Egal ¼ 0.18EB. The majority of these states are
produced with a high angular momentum, as the number
of states scales linearly with L. States produced with
n > Lþ 1 deexcite promptly to ðLþ 1; LÞ through a
cascade of allowed ΔL ¼ 1 transitions with large jumps
in n. In contrast, states at ðLþ 1; LÞ are stable on
cosmological scales, as we check below. Choosing the
dark photon mass to satisfy
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mD > ΔEðn;LÞ
Δn¼ΔL

¼
�

1

ðLþ 1 − ΔLÞ2 −
1

ðLþ 1Þ2
�
1

4
α2DmX; ð25Þ

with ΔL ∼ 5, it is evident that the ðLþ 1; LÞ bound states
can only deexcite through the highly forbidden ΔL ≥ 6
transition. In the notation of Eq. (5), we have

fXX̄ ¼
�

1

ðLþ 1 − ΔLÞ2 −
1

ðLþ 1Þ2
�

mX

2ml
; ð26Þ

where fXX̄ < 1 is required in order to have a viable mass
range for mD. We can see this is satisfied for states with
L > 28, which make out around 20% of all the produced
SDDM, i.e., rL ¼ 0.2. The lifetime of the forbidden
transition is given by

τforbidden ∼ 10−19 s

�
α0
α

�
2−ΔL

½ð2ΔLþ 1Þ!!�2
�
20L
ΔL

�
2ΔL

:

ð27Þ

This approximation is obtained by expanding jΔLðqrÞ ∼
ðqrÞΔL

ð2ΔLþ1Þ!! around qr ∼ ðΔE=2Þa0n2 where the overlap inte-

gral has maximal support. The ΔL ≥ 6 bottle neck protects
the ðXX̄Þ from the forbidden transition, with a lifetime
of τforbidden ∼ 1021 s.
Another possible channel for deexcitation is through the

emission of an off shell AV , which goes to two neutrinos by
loop-level mixing with the SM Z boson. The lifetime for
this highly suppressed process was estimated in [12] to be
larger than 1041 s.

3. Self-destruction

Here we consider the typical time for an ðXX̄Þ to collide
with a free X or X̄, lose angular momentum, and become
unstable. In particular, if the XX̄ goes to a sufficiently small
Lsmall ∼ 10, it can deexcite promptly through a cascade of
spontaneous emissions, first to ðLsmall þ 1; LsmallÞ, and then
through ΔL ¼ 1 transitions, which are larger than the
photon mass below L ∼ 10. When the ðXX̄Þ reaches a
low enough angular momentum, it self-annihilates
promptly. The lifetime of ðXX̄Þ in the free X or X̄ plasma
is given by

τXX̄scat ¼
1

nXσXX̄scatvgal
; ð28Þ

where σXX̄scat is a cross section for ðXX̄Þ to scatter into a state
with L < Lsmall, i.e.,

dσXX̄scat
djqj2 ¼ 4πα2D

jqj4v2gal
F2
XX̄ðqÞ: ð29Þ

In the latter equation, ΔE is the difference in the binding
energy of the initial and final state. The form factor FXX̄ can
be calculated using

FXX̄ðqÞ ¼
Z

d3xΨ�
i ðxÞΨfðxÞ½eiqx=2 − e−iqx=2�: ð30Þ

We calculate this cross section for rXl ¼ mp=me and find

that σXX̄scat ¼ σ̂scatðGeVmX
Þ2 with

σ̂scat ≃ 2.2 × 10−20 cm2; ð31Þ

for αD ¼ 0.1.
The resulting lifetime is then ΓXX̄

scat ¼ 1=τXX̄scat where

τXX̄scat ¼ 3 × 1018 s

�
σ̂αD¼0.1
scat

σ̂scat

��
αD
0.1

�
2
�

mX

GeV

�

×

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hn2Xi

p
nX

��
10−3c
vgal

�
; ð32Þ

which is larger than the age of the Universe for most of our
parameter space.

4. Inverse rearrangement

We assume that the cross section for inverse rearrange-
ment σinv-rear ∼ σrear. This is close to the unitarity bound and
is in line with the full quantum result for the muon system
following [57], where the inverse rearrangement cross
section was actually an Oð1Þ smaller. The lifetime for
inverse rearrangement is then given by

τXX̄inv-rear ¼ 1.4 × 1016 s

 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hðntotall Þ2i

q
nl

!�
αD
0.1

�
3
�

mX

GeV

�

×

�
mp=me

rXl

�
2
�
10−3c
vgal

�
: ð33Þ

This is comparable to the age of the Universe for our
nominal parameters, even if slightly below it.

E. The Galactic number density of SDDM

To find the number density of SDDM today we solve the
coupled Boltzmann equations for nðXX̄Þ and nðXlÞ,
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These equations are

dnðXX̄Þ
dt

¼ dΓrear

dV
−

nðXX̄Þ
τXX̄inv-rear

−
nðXX̄Þ
τXX̄scat

;

dnðXlÞ
dt

¼ −
1

rL

dΓrear

dV
: ð34Þ

To be maximally conservative, we only account for the
adverse effect of inverse rearrangement in depleting the
number of ðXX̄Þ, ignoring the possible beneficiary effect of
inverse rearrangement in enhancing the number of ðXlÞ,
since this effect might not even occur if all free ls manage
to escape the Galaxy before inverse rearranging. We also
conservatively overestimate the rate for inverse rearrange-
ment rate by calculating it as if all of the ls are free (while
actually most of them are in Xl bound states).
We solve these equations numerically, averaged over the

Galactic profile, to calculate the average SDDM fraction in
our Galaxy today as a function ofmX, under the assumption
that the local density of SDDM can be inferred directly
from the average fraction and the incoming DM flux. This
holds when the SDDM distribution follows the cuspy NFW
or the cored Burkert distribution [53], and so should hold
reasonably well for a variety of different SDDM distribu-
tions. Nevertheless, the above assumption should be
verified in a more robust analysis of Galactic dynamics
in our setting.
The result of this calculation is used in Fig. 3, where

ΩSDDM ∼ 10−11 − 10−6 (see top horizontal axis). As wewill
see in the next section, despite this incredibly small

fraction, the detection of these bound states is possible
even with existing data.

VI. DETECTION AT NEUTRINO DETECTORS

Upon its collision with the earth through the dark photon
portal, SDDM loses angular momentum, and subsequently
self-annihilates into two or more dark photons. The cross
section for collisional deexcitation with SM nuclei is
calculated similarly to the ðXX̄Þ deexcitation from colli-
sions with free X [Eq. (29)]. In the nucleus case, the cross
section is given by

dσXn
djqj2 ¼

4πϵ2αVα

ðjqj2 þm2
VÞ2v2gal

FXX̄ðqÞFnucðqÞ; ð35Þ

where FnucðqÞ is the Woods-Saxon form factor [67], and
FXX̄ is given in Eq. (30). The resulting unstable ðXX̄Þ state
decays promptly to a number of dark photons AD or AV. For
direct detection purposes, we are particularly interested in
the process

ðXX̄Þ → ðAV → SMÞðAV → SMÞ ð36Þ

with a branching ratio of BRðXX̄Þ → AVAV ∼ 1=4 · 1=4,
since this decay only happens for 1=4 of the para states,
which occur 1=4 of the time (see Sec. V D). This results in
two energy depositions with OðmXÞ energy, with a mean
time difference Δt ¼ 10 ps–200 ns, depending on the dark
photon lifetime and boost (see Fig. 3). Since the original
ðXX̄Þ is slow moving, the dark photons emerge back to

FIG. 3. The 100 events/year reach for ðXX̄Þ SDDM (dark purple) in Super-K in the mX-ϵ plane for mV ¼ mX=3 (left) and for
mV ¼ mX=10 (right). The blue shaded region is the bound on free X; X̄ from XENON1T [58], while the pink shaded region represents
the limits on the dark photon V and the darkly charged X via their production in experiments—such as LHCb [59,60], KLOE [61],
BABAR [62], Na48 [63], and several beam dump experiments [64]; and also in supernova 1987a [42]. In the gray area the decoupling
between the two sectors occurs after the QCD phase transition, which is disfavored by Neff constraints. We see that a potential dedicated
analysis at Super-K could probe previously unexplored regions of parameter space. The smoking gun signal in this analysis is two
simultaneous energy depositions from the self-destruction of SDDM to back-to-back dark photons, which in turn decay to SM jets or
lepton pairs. The blue lines correspond to a 1 cm and 40 m (the size of Super-K) mean distance between the decay point of the two dark
photons. The 40 m line also corresponds to a mean time difference of 200 ns at Super-K, indicating that the two energy depositions will
count as a single event. The blue and pink bounds are reproduced from [65,66].
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back, and the SM energy depositions are separated by a
distance of βVΔt ∼ 1 mm − 40 m. The SM energy depo-
sitions can be either a dilepton pair or jets. Notably, the
initial collision serves merely as a trigger for SDDM self-
destruction, and the SM products have OðmXÞ energies.
Consequently, the only important factor in SDDM detec-
tion is the fiducial mass of the detector and the exposure
time. This makes the Super-Kamiokande (Super-K) detec-
tor ideal for SDDM searches, with a fiducial volume of
50 kton of ultrapure water. Note that due to the appearance
of the mixing parameter ϵ in the cross section Eq. (35),
there is no risk for a significant depletion of the SDDM flux
in the atmosphere or in the 2700 m.w.e. overburden of
Super-K.
In nearly all of our parameter space, the time difference

between the decay of the twodark photons is smaller than the
200 ns sliding window used in Super-K. The two AV decays
will be counted as one single event that is very different from
all other decay events in Super-K, with two primary vertices
instead of one, separated by ∼1 mm–40 m. Since both
vertices have similar scintillation energies associated with
them, this may result in low maximum likelihood in the
standard reconstruction of the event as a single vertex event.
A dedicated analysis will then require a modification of
Super-K’s event reconstruction algorithm [68,69] to allow
for two primary vertices. Additionally, if both dark photons
decay leptonically, there will be exactly two Cherenkov
rings of the same kind associatedwith each vertex, of similar
brightness, and so it should be possible to resolve the two
primary vertices in the event. These unusual characteristics
could be used to conduct a very low background search for
SDDM at Super-K.
In Fig. 3 we present the discovery reach for SDDM in

Super-K, assuming a signal rate of 100 events/year for mass
ratios of mX=mV ¼ 3 (left panel) and mX=mV ¼ 10 (right
panel). Additional bounds on our model are as follows:
(1) Standard direct detection of DM—nuclear and

electron recoil at XENON1T [58]. This bound is
shown in Fig. 3 shaded in blue.

(2) Bounds on production of X and AV—these bounds
are shaded in light red in Fig. 3. The bounds include
SN1987A cooling [42], LHCb [59,60], KLOE [61],
BABAR [62], Na48 [63], and several beam dump
experiments [64]. The relevant bounds were repro-
duced from [65,66].

We see that the discovery prospects in the existing data
are not currently constrained by any other experiments in a
large fraction of the parameter space. This is particularly
striking in light of the low values of ΩSDDM depicted in the
plot. The reason for this is of course the large volume of the
Super-K detector.

VII. OUTLOOK

In this paper we introduced a model of self-destructing
DMwith a viable cosmological history. The dark sector has
a component of mostly symmetric free heavy fermionsX; X̄
and a small asymmetric population of light l fermions. We
show that the early Universe dynamics leaves all of the l
inside ðXlÞ atoms. In the higher density environment of the
Galaxy, these ðXlÞ atoms collide with free X̄ and undergo
atomic rearrangement ðXlÞ þ X̄ → ðXX̄Þ þ l, analogous
to muon capture in the SM. This process was studied by
Fermi and Teller in the 1940s, and found to be geometric
and adiabatic. Furthermore, the atomic rearrangement
process in our model naturally generates high angular
momentum ðXX̄Þ, which is our SDDM candidate.
The high L ðXX̄Þ have a lifetime comparable to the age

of the Universe—they are protected from self-annihilation
by virtue of their large angular momentum, and from
spontaneous emission due to the mass of the dark photon,
which implies highly forbidden radiative transitions.
When incident upon the detector, the ðXX̄Þ can undergo

collisional deexcitation with the nucleus through the dark
photon portal, transitioning into an unstable low-L ðXX̄Þ
state. The resulting low-L state is no longer protected by
angular momentum, and so it self-annihilates promptly into
two or more dark photons, which decay in the detector,
leading to striking signals in large volume, high threshold
neutrino detectors. For example, this could lead to smok-
ing-gun signatures in the Super-Kamiokande detector,
involving simultaneous l� pairs, a macroscopic distance
apart. We explore the detection prospects for such a signal
in Super-K, and find that it can be discovered in a dedicated
analysis of the existing data.
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